
5. Description

Date 1940

Source Annual Report

Construction material wood frame

Dimensions 20' x 80'

Setting in rear of Main Complex

Condition fair

6. Recorded by Ed Lonergan

Organization Northampton Historical Commission

Date February, 1981
Original use  wagon shed
Subsequent uses (if any) and dates

8. Themes (check as many as applicable)
   Aboriginal
   Agricultural  x  Conservation  Recreation
   Architectural
   The Arts
   Commerce
   Communication
   Community development

9. Historical significance (include explanation of themes checked above)
   This long wagon shed was built in 1940 to accommodate farm vehicles at the State Hospital. It has a concrete floor and tin roof. The wooden posts rest on concrete bases and there is a high foundation of concrete blocks.

10. Bibliography and/or references such as local histories, deeds, assessor's records, early maps, etc.
    Annual Report: 1940  Forbes Library